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c/o GM CVS
St Thomas Centre

Ardwick Green North
Manchester

M12 6F2

r^- r> 11 June 1984Dear Colleagues

As you know ADAPT is working towards improving the lot of the passenger with a
disability or other mobility handicap in Greater Manchester. We are particularly concerned
about the proposals for a new Light Rapid Transit system which will have lasting effects
on mobility in this area.

We enclose a paper which we have drawn up outlining the current proposals, which
we would ask to bring to the attention of your members. Futher copies are available
on demand as is further information.

If you feel as we do that this is a vital matter, please write both individually and coUectively
expressing your views, and asking to be consulted on this issue to:

P 1 Sulley
Principal Transportation Adviser
Chief Executive Officer
Greater ^Manchester Council
PO Box 430

County Hall
Piccadilly Gardens
Manchester, M60 3HP

In addition, we want you write to your own district Planning Department even if the
LRT system is not immediately planned, for your area (it may be extended in it), telling
them why you think it is important for their system to be accessible, asking for their
views and asking thim to write to GMC about the GMC "Interim Rail Strategy Report",
asking for the plans to be modified so that the system is accessible.

Please sendus a copy of all letters sent and replies received so that we can build up a
record of this lobby. \

Because of the current political position, GMC are open to pressure. We could probably
block the system altogether which would be a great pity. It is not often we get the
chance to influence such a major investment, and if we lose this we wont't get another
chance.

So please take this opportunity seriously, and help us get a modern accessible transport
system in our area.

Yours sincerely

\ Secretary/Treasurer
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